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Time was definitely too short to allow for the audience to get familiar with
figures and references in a hands-on way. Therefore I wrote here what one
could do in two hours with the materials I provided you, and which I briefly
introduce here.
Test3 The .tex file was supposed to be a testbed for changing the date, the
modules, the columns, and to try out to include some pictures. It was
also possible to try one figure with two pictures, and a picture wrapping
the text (the advanced figure options mentioned in the slides).
expLing This was a full paper (submitted) where I would like you try to
change the position of the figures (in the file, and/or with the [hptb]
option), the captions, the figure to figure* and see how LATEXwould
react. You could also try to remove the style of the Linguamática
journal (and the two-column option) and appreciate the result.
expKK This was another full paper (already published in OSLa) where in
addition to the bib file and the figures you had three different .bst
files (bibliography stile files). The idea was to try out the four different
bibliography styles, by uncommenting in turn each of the following:
\bibliographystyle{sbc}
%\bibliographystyle{splncs}
%\bibliographystyle{plain}
%\bibliographystyle{SegundoHAREM_iso}
The four cases can be seen in folk.uio.no/dssantos/cursloLaTeX/,
called KKwithHAREM.pdf, KKwithPlain.pdf, KKwithSPLNCS.pdf and
KKwithSBC.pdf.
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Also, you would be welcome to add references to the .bib file, and try
to refer them in the text, using \pcite, \tcite, etc.
For those wishing some more guidance or information about references, see
• On Bibtex format and natbib: https://www.economics.utoronto.
ca/osborne/latex/BIBTEX.HTM
• On biblatex, a newer system for managing references: http://dag.at.
ifi.uio.no/public/doc/biblatex-guide.pdf
You are most welcome to ask me further questions on these matters, or
clarification about the exercises.
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